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We propose a simple approach to couple light into graphene plasmons and focus these excitations at
focal spots of a size determined by the plasmon wavelength, thus producing high optical field
enhancement that boosts the nonlinear response of the material. More precisely, we consider a
graphene structure in which incident light is coupled to its plasmons at the carbon edges and
subsequently focused on a spot of size comparable to the plasmon wavelength. We observe large
confinement of graphene plasmons, materializing in small, intense focal spots, in which the
extraordinary nonlinear response of this material leads to relatively intense harmonic generation.
This result shows the potential of plasmon focusing in suitably edged graphene structures to produce
large field confinement and nonlinear response without involving elaborated nanostructuring.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5017120

The control of light by light is a research frontier in nanophotonics, limited by the weak nonlinear response of available materials, which results in small effects within structures
of sizes comparable to the light wavelength. Light concentration over small spatial regions directly produces an increase
in the level of nonlinearity, and so, this approach has
been extensively explored with different strategies, ranging
from geometrical light concentrators to more sophisticated
schemes based on coupling to ultracompact optical excitations, such as plasmons and phonon polaritons.1–9 In particular, localized plasmons can focus light on the nanometer
scale, a phenomenon that is accompanied by a huge enhancement of the optical field intensity driven by coupling to evanescent fields.10 This strategy has been used to increase the
intensity of nonlinear processes,1,3,9,11 although the effect is
constrained by the small amount of the nonlinear material that
can be allocated within the nanoplasmonic hotspots.
Direct focusing of propagating light, for example,
through the use of micron-sized Fresnel’s lenses,12 is limited
by diffraction to regions of the order of the light wavelength
k0. This situation can be improved by optical coupling to
propagating modes of shorter wavelengths, such as surfaceplasmon polaritons, with a subsequent gain in field intensity.
For instance, adiabatic plasmon focusing has been successfully explored in self-similar particle arrays,13 tapered ribbons,14,15 and metallic tips.16 Plasmon concentrators have
also been investigated.17 An interesting theoretical study is
presented in Ref. 18, where light is coupled to graphene plasmons through vacancies drawn along the carbon layer, with
application in the creation of high-orbital-angular-momentum
states and focusing of vortex plasmons at the center of Bessel
plasmon beams. Here, we aim at producing a high concentration of two-dimensional (2D) plasmon fields and exploring
its use to increase nonlinear interactions, such as harmonic
a)
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generation. In particular, we are interested in coupling to plasmons sustained by ultrathin layers of materials such as graphene19–24 and black-phosphorous,25,26 which can sustain
infrared plasmons with wavelengths kp down to a few nanometers. Additionally, plasmons in ultrathin noble metals27 can
reach the visible regime with kp < 100 nm. This compression
in the plasmon wavelength compared with the light wavelength in ultrathin films can be explained in the following
way: a thin film of surface conductivity r(x) (under the condition that Im{r} > 0, that is, it has metallic optical behavior)
can sustain plasmons of wavelength kp ¼ 4p2 ir=x at frequency x,23 where  is the average permittivity of the media
above and below the film; in the Drude model, a conductive
film of thickness t, volumetric charge-carrier density nV, and
carrier effective mass m* has r ¼ ðie2 =m ÞnV t=x, and so, the
plasmon wavelength reduces to kp ¼ ð4p2 e2 =m ÞnV t=x2 ;
for atomic (111) monolayers of gold or silver
pﬃﬃﬃ
(m ¼ 1; nV ¼ 4=a3 ; and t ¼ a= 3, where a  0.41 nm is
the atomic lattice constant) supported on silica (  3/2), this
expression leads to kp =nm ¼ 40 ðEp =eVÞ2 , where Ep ¼ hx
is the plasmon energy; for silica-supported doped graphene
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(m ¼ pnh=vF , where n ¼ nVt is the areal doping density
and vF  106 m/s is the Fermi velocity), we have
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kp =nm ¼ 4:4 n=ð1013 cm2 Þ ðEp =eVÞ2 , subject to the conpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dition Ep < hvF pn (i.e., the plasmon energy needs to be
below the Fermi level to prevent interband damping).
Additionally, the principle of focusing through coupling light
to short-kp surface modes can be directly extended to 2D surface polaritons, which exist in many forms over a wide range
of material platforms (e.g., van der Waals atomic layers28)
featuring small kp/k0 ratios.
However, a strong reduction in kp relative to k0 also
implies a poor light-plasmon coupling efficiency. Despite the
numerous solutions that have been explored to overcome this
problem (e.g., using gratings29,30 or tips31 to increase the
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coupling), it remains as a pending challenge that reduces the
applicability of plasmon focusing for enhanced nonlinear
interactions. A solution to this problem is important in many
practical scenarios, such as the miniaturization of nonlinear
optical elements for integrated devices6,8 or to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio in surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS)32–35 and infrared absorption (SEIRA)36,37 for optical
sensing.
In this letter, we propose a simple structure to couple
incident light into plasmons and focus them at a spot of size
kp. Specifically, we consider the structure presented in
Fig. 1(a), which consists of a 2D plasmon-supporting ribbon
terminated in a semicircular edge of large radius a compared
with the plasmon wavelength kp. Because plasmons are
surface-confined modes, as we noted above, external light
cannot couple to them in an extended 2D film due to energymomentum mismatch. However, lateral edges break this
mismatch and produce light coupling to propagating plasmons. For a semicircular geometry, these plasmons focus at
the center, thus generating a hotspot [Fig. 1(b)]. Edgecoupling to plasmons is, however, a general concept: the
calculations that follow can be easily adapted to any 2Dpolariton-supporting material and applied to phenomena that
require a strong field enhancement; we actually discuss
results for circular and elliptical structures as well. For concreteness, we focus on nonlinear harmonic generation from
graphene. Besides sustaining long-lived infrared plasmons,24
this material has been observed to display a large nonlinear
optical response,11,38,39 which has been argued to be
increased by the effect of field amplification when the light
is tuned to its plasmons.40–47
To describe the plasmon field, we assimilate the graphene edge to a distribution of in-plane source dipoles (line
dipole density P s as a function of edge position s) oriented
^s.
along the direction of the local in-plane edge normal n
Noting the strong confinement of the graphene plasmons,48 it
is safe to neglect retardation, and so, the field produced by a
single in-plane dipole p placed at the origin reduces to
ð
i d2 Q
Eð1Þ ðr; xÞ ¼
ðiQ  Q^z Þ ð1  rp Þ Q  p eiQRQz ; (1)
2p Q
where R ¼ (x, y) are coordinates within the graphene plane
(z ¼ 0) and rp is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for p
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polarization.48 For a thin film of 2D conductivity r(x), adopting the plasmon-pole approximation, we have rp  Q/(Q 
Qp), where Qp ¼ ix/2pr(x) is the complex plasmon wavenumber. Now, the plasmon field produced by a graphene edge
is obtained as the integral of Eq. (1) over its contour
þ ð 2
Qp
d Q Q þ iQ^z
^ s P s eiQRQz : (2)
ds
Qn
Eð1Þ ðr; xÞ ¼
2p
Q Q  Qp
We consider the edge profile to be smooth enough as to
^ s ðn
^ s  Eext Þ between the
apply a local relation P s ¼ C n
dipole density P s and the external light field Eext, where C is
a constant coefficient. We use the value C ¼ 1=pQ2p , adapted
from the analytical solution of the edge configuration using
the Wiener-Hopf method.49 At this point, we perform the Q
integral using complex contour methods, which result in a
residue arising from the pole at Q ¼ Qp, leading to an expression in terms of Hankel functions Hnð1Þ  Hnð1Þ ðQp jR  sjÞ.
Defining t ¼ R  s and /t as the angle between t and x^, we
find
"
#
" #
þ
Eð1Þ
iQp Eext
x
ð1Þ nx
¼
ds nx H0
ð1Þ
2
ny
Ey
"
#
" #!
nx
ny
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
 H2 sin 2/t
:
H2 cos 2/t
ny
nx
Finally, for the semicircular edge geometry and light polarization depicted in Fig. 1(a), Eq. (2) reduces to
Eð1Þ ðRÞ ¼

iQp aEext
2

ð p=2
p=2

h
i
ð1Þ
^ s  H2ð1Þ n
^ 0s ; (3)
du cos u H0 n

^ 0s are the unit vectors that form angles u and
^ s and n
where n
1
2 tan ðy=xÞ  u with respect to the x axis.
Figure 1(c) shows the linear in-plane field amplitude
obtained from Eq. (3) for a semicircle of radius a ¼ 5kp,
assuming a plasmon propagation distance (i.e., an intensity
decay by a factor 1/e) given by Lp ¼ 10 kp (note that Lp ¼ 1/
2Im{Qp}). As expected, the plasmon focal spot has a size of
the order of kp. We stress that the enhancement only depends
on the lens geometry, the plasmon wavelength kp, and the
propagation distance Lp, thus rendering a universal characterization that is independent of other material parameters.

FIG. 1. Nanofocusing of graphene plasmons. (a) We consider a graphene film limited by a semicircular edge profile (radius a  plasmon wavelength kp) illuminated under normal incidence by a plane wave (external field Eext). (b) The semicircular edge couples light into plasmons, which are then focused at the center of the circle. (c) The resulting plasmon focal spot has a size comparable to kp, as shown by the plasmon amplitude and instantaneous field lines, plotted
here within the square region indicated in (a). The density plots are calculated for a ¼ 5kp over a square region of side 5kp. Intensity profiles across the focal
spot are shown as side curves in (c), with FWHMs indicated in units of kp. We assume a plasmon propagation length (1/e intensity decay) of 10 kp.
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We now calculate third-harmonic generation (THG) in
the semicircular structure. The THG current oscillates with
ð3Þ
frequency 3x and a local amplitude given by jNL ðRÞ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð3Þ ð1Þ
¼ r E ðE  E Þ, where for graphene doped to a Fermi
energy EF, we use rð3Þ ¼ ð3ie4 v2F =4ph2 EF Þ ½ð3x þ icÞð2x
þicÞðx þ icÞ 1 to model the nonlinear conductivity in the
Drude model,50 with a damping rate c related to the ratio of
the propagation distance to the plasmon wavelength through
Lp/kp ¼ x/4pc. Figure 2(b) shows the resulting THG current,
exhibiting
pﬃﬃaﬃ focal spot with a size roughly reduced by a factor 1= 3 relative to the spot obtained for the linear field
[cf. Figs. 1(c) and 2(b)], as expected from the reduction in
size obtained when a roughly Gaussian linear profile (the linear field intensity spot) is raised to the third power (i.e., an
approximate way of estimating the THG spot profile). The
resulting THG emission [Fig. 2(a)] shows a distribution
peaked near the surface normal direction, with more weight
toward the region opposite to the curved profile because it is
mainly contributed by plasmon components propagating in
that direction.
We present in Fig. 3 an analysis of the performance of
the focusing structure as a function of the parameters a and
Lp. The linear field at the focal spot [Fig. 3(a)] admits from
Eq.
(3) the analytical expression Eð1Þ ð0Þ ¼ ðEext =2Þ eip=4
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pQp a eiQp a x^, so that noticing that kp ¼ 2p=RefQp g
 2p=jQp j, the enhancement of the field intensity becomes
 ð1Þ 2
 E ð0Þ 
p2 a a=Lp


;
 Eext   k e
p

(4)

which is rigorously found to reach an optimum enhancement
value for a radius a ¼ Lp, encompassing a compromise
between field accumulation at the focus and attenuation due
to propagation from the edge. For an attainable propagation
distance Lp ¼ 15kp,24 the in-plane intensity enhancement can
reach a factor of 50, which is remarkable considering that
this is the field acting inside the material. Incidentally, when
considering a full circle instead of the semicircle-terminated
ribbon, the field amplitude at the center is exactly zero
because of symmetry (opposite sign contributions from each
of the two semicircles). Notice that the level of plasmonic
enhancement obtained with the semicircle-ended ribbon is
uncommon inside traditional plasmonic materials, such as
noble metals: the high level of optical enhancement observed

FIG. 2. Third harmonic generation (THG) through plasmon nanofocusing.
We show the far-field angular distribution (a) and the instantaneous nonlinear surface current lines (b) associated with THG under the same conditions
as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Linear in-plane field enhancement and third-harmonic emission
power. (a) Linear field enhancement at the center of the semicircular structure of Fig. 1(a) as a function of radius a and plasmon propagation distance
Lp. The dashed curve shows the analytical result a ¼ Lp for maximum
enhancement as a function of Lp. (b) Power of third-harmonic emission from
graphene doped to a Fermi energy EF ¼ 0.4 eV for an incident intensity of
1013 W/m2 and a plasmon energy Ep ¼ 0.2 eV, corresponding to kp ¼ 181 nm
(see the main text for details on the nonlinear conductivity).

in noble metal nanoparticles is associated with electric field
components oriented along the local surface normal direction; these components can reach dramatically strong
enhancement for resonant morphologies (e.g., high-aspect
ratios or narrow inter-metallic gaps), generally involving
large values of the permittivity—losses in these materials are
too high otherwise—and so, the field inside the nanoparticle
is severely reduced to levels similar to those of the incident
light in virtue of the continuity of the electric displacement.
Finally, we show in Fig. 3(b) the angle-integrated THG,
which is observed to roughly follow a trend as expected
from the sixth power of the linear field amplitude.
Incidentally, the overall conversion efficiency, which we can
define as the emitted power divided by the power incident on
a semicircle, takes a value of 106.
The light angle of incidence could be exploited to control the position of the plasmon focal spot, and for more
complex edge profiles, light polarization may provide an
additional degree of freedom. To illustrate this concept, we
consider the shape of a half-ribbon lens capable of focusing
p-polarized light incident in the x-z plane with an angle h
relative to the surface-normal direction z. Taking the focus at
the origin x ¼ y ¼ 0, the phase-preserving ribbon-end edge
profile is elliptical and given by a ðx  bÞ2 þ y2 ¼ a2 aþ ,
where a6 ¼ 16i2 sin2 h; b ¼ ðai=a Þ sin h, and i ¼ kp =k0 .
For highly confined plasmons (i
1), this produces a nearly
circular profile although the center of the structure (x ¼ b)
can be displaced by a sizable fraction of kp, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The field enhancement and resulting THG are also
nearly indistinguishable in the semicircle and the phasepreserving ellipse, and although they decrease with h, their
values stay high up to incidence directions for which the
focus displacement is kp (Fig. 4).
The proposed approach toward plasmon focusing can be
extended to any polariton-supporting surface, including thin
metal films, under the condition that they exhibit long propagation distances Lp and short wavelengths kp, reaching a maximum focal intensity enhancement p2 Lp =ekp  3:6 Lp =kp
[see Eq. (4)]. We envision further optimization of the edge
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FIG. 4. Control of the plasmon focal spot through the incidence angle. (a)
Displacement of the spot center in a semicircular lens as a function of incidence angle h relative to the surface normal for a ¼ Lp ¼ 25kp. The inset
shows a near-field linear plot for h ¼ 45 . (b) Linear field enhancement (left
scale) and THG power (right scale) under the conditions of (a) for EF
¼ 0.4 eV, Ep ¼ 0.2 eV, and 1013 W/m2 incidence intensity. The results
obtained through numerical evaluation of the field using Eq. (3) (symbols)
are compared with closed-form analytical expressions (curves). The analytical THG is approximated as the third power of the field intensity.

profile to tailor the spatial distribution of the focal spot. Besides
harmonic generation, either in the polariton-supporting materials or in the surrounding media, this concept could find application in sensing, for example, by revealing the presence of
analytes in the focal region through their optical scattering signatures. Edge scattering can also be used in reversed geometry
to out-couple plasmons generated at the focal spot, thus producing a propagating light signal. From a more general perspective,
engineered edge profiles can serve as interconnects between
different focal spots (e.g., the foci of a graphene ellipse).
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